
Technology. 

It’s amazing. And

there’s nothing 

more amazing than the 

sound clarity you

achieve with hands-free

HATIS technology. Its

the link that connects

my hearing instrument

directly to my cell, 

cordless, business or

home phone at anytime

and anyplace. 

I’m listening — and its

never been clearer. 

Hearing Aid Telephone Interconnect Systems
Westone® features a full line of hands-free HATIS 

solutions for home, work and professional environments. 

HATIS hands-free headsets can be fitted with Westone® custom-

fit earpieces. We craft them from impressions of your ears, so you

enjoy a perfect, comfortable fit and optimum hearing results.

The HATIS Director headset is the ultimate business 

solution designed specifically for working professionals 

with hearing instruments. Connect it directly into a cell or

cordless telephone, or use an adapter for your business 

telephone. Available with single or dual earpieces.

The HATIS Producer is specially engineered to meet the

comfort and clarity needs of the ITE hearing instrument

user. In addition, the Producer is the first HATIS product to

include an independent volume control.

The HATIS Freedom solution features a feather-light 

(1/4 ounce) earpiece used with behind-the-ear (BTE) 

hearing instruments for both home and work environments. 

Available with single or dual earpieces.

HATIS Lite is the solution for people with T-coil equipped

behind-the-ear hearing instruments. 

The Lite fits comfortably and sleekly behind a user’s ear,

making it scarcely noticeable to others.

The HATIS Epic audio solution connects t-coil equipped

hearing instrument wearers to their CD/MP3 player, 

i-Pod,® television set, stereo, computer, radio and assistive 

listening devices. You’ll experience sound clarity 

like never before.

Are You Listening?

One of the greatest challenges

facing anyone wearing a

hearing instrument is using a

telephone or cell phone. That

challenge fades into the past

with the development of

Hearing Aid Telephone

Interconnect Technology

(HATIS). HATIS makes the

latest telecommunications

devices accessible to anyone

wearing a t-coil equipped

hearing instrument. The

process is simple. The

earpiece of your HATIS

headset plugs  into your

telephone or cell phone.

It then amplifies this 

original, undistorted and

uncontaminated signal, which

is sent electromagnetically

directly to your 

hearing instrument.

Amazing? It sure is. See your

hearing healthcare

professional and ask about

Hearing Aid Telephone

Interconnect Systems.  

You’ll want to listen. 


